Love in the Light
I am White Eagle.
Dear One,
Love doesn’t come from above. It comes from within you. For all the outward noise that
surrounds you daily, the most important voice is within you. It wells up from the depths.
Draw on it from within. There are wells upon wells within you so deep they are beyond your ken
and yet so majestic, so real, so true, so completely full of wisdom—that which you seek so
sincerely. Your gratitude speaks volumes. Your aching heart tears at the fabric of your existence
and yet deep in the crevices of that sorrow is Beauty and Peace and Understanding.
This well within you speaks well — so deeply within every vein of your Being. It ponders the
wholesomeness of life, the inter-connectedness of all things, the beauty of Being, the allencompassing Love that settles upon your heart and makes it sing.
You are royalty itself and you do not know it. Do you not see within that well a throne of
perfection? The essence of Being? The truth of your embodiment? The purity of your Spirit?
The well-ness of your Soul? How rapidly you respond! The quickness of your Soul’s own Song.
Alive! Alive with well-being. Alive with Love, with Hope, with Faith, with Peace—with the
wholeness of your Being.
Forget the claptrap. It is but a setting in the scene of life. But the pure setting is within you. The
eternal setting, the one that endures forever is deep within you. Rise to meet it! Rise to meet the
setting Sun and the new Dawn that follows in its tracks!
You have no need to be afraid. No right to see yourself alone. For all is within you. We are all
One. Make that manifest within your heart of hearts, that deep well of Love that rises up within
you. There is no cap – it spills forth, radiating from you to all the world. And you cannot help it,
that is how it is and so be joyous, be joyful, be radiant in all the love you have for humanity. Let
it spark new Life, new Love, new Wisdom in all that you meet.
There is no time for dilly-dallying. Now is the time! Now is the time for you to pour forth that
radiant energy that ignites the world in possibilities—a new Horizon, a new level of Being, a new
World!
You are not deceived. Love is within you. Don’t try to hold it back. Let it flow. Let it Be. Let
all things rise in the Light—the Light of Well-Being, the Light of All-Being, for We Are All One
and in that Oneness, we are all Love. Love in the Light. We are all One.
Bless you, my child, bless you.
So be it.
Aum.
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